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What do you mean by ‘Shakespeare’s Hamlet’?

Hanako Endo

‘What do you mean by ‘Shakespeare’s Hamlet’?’1 is a question Edwards asks himself in his in-
troduction to Hamlet. The similar question, ‘what does Hamlet mean?’2, is raised in the edition of 
Hamlet by Thompson and Taylor. Edwards’ answer is that the ideal text of Hamlet ‘does not exist in 
either of the two main authoritative texts, the second quarto and the Folio, but somewhere between 
them’,3 whereas Thompson and Taylor do not specify their answer, offering the wider view beyond 
editing texts. They state as follows:

The question is of course impossible to answer in the space of this Introduction: we can 
only give some pointers towards current debates and hope that readers will also find sug-
gestions in the reminder of the Introduction and in the commentary as to how modern 
performers and critics are interpreting the play, questioning or reaffirming old readings and 
finding new ones.4

Although the view of Thompson and Taylor is rather ambiguous and does not provide the editorial 
answer, Edwards and Thompson and Taylor acknowledge that Hamlet is obviously one of the most 
difficult plays to edit.

This essay will venture to find what the text is or what the text should be for modern readers in 
order to solve the above question. It will give some examples of the problems of editing Hamlet but 
will also make a general comment on editing. It will firstly analyse briefly the main difference of 
texts of Hamlet  among the first quarto (Q1) of 1603, the second quarto (Q2) of 1605, and the Folio 
of 1623, followed by examinations of textual differences in modern editions and textual choices in 
editing. It will then investigate a problem of language in editing from the perspective of editing his-
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tory. It will finally take into account the notion of ‘New Bibliography’5 and modernised editions to 
revisit the question.

As for the three extant Hamlet  texts, Q1, Q2, and the Folio, a countless number of differences 
between them can be distinctly discerned. Comparing the length of each text shows that Q2 is the 
longest text, which is about twice the length of Q1, and the Folio has an omission of about 230 lines 
from Q2 and an addition of about 77 lines to Q2. Q1 is said to be a ‘bad quarto’ because of its ambi-
guity in dialogues and some names of the characters ─ Corambis instead of Polonius, for example. 
Although Q2 and the Folio are regarded as authorial texts owing to their better conditions, the Folio 
lacks the essential lines of Hamlet’s soliloquy and Q2 lacks some scenes such as the scene where 
Hamlet says ‘Denmark’s a prison’.6

Despite the fact that Q1 is regarded as a bad text, because of Q1’s perfect length for performance 
(just two hours), and its front page description which tells us that the text was actually used for per-
formance, Orgel regards Q1 as ‘a performing text for a company on tour’.7 However, the way that 
the printed text of Q1 was different from the performance in those days is witnessed by a playgoer 
who ‘in 1603 wanted the text of Hamlet that she had seen at the Globe would have found the only 
edition she could buy disturbingly unlike the play she had watched’.8 In contrast, it is said that Q2, 
with the advertisement of ‘the true and perfect copy’, suggests that it ‘includes a great deal more 
than you could see at the theatre’.9 It seems possible that Q2, as well as the Folio, is too long for per-
formance in spite of its concrete theatrical references seen in the stage directions.

Although the connection between the texts and performance of the time brings up complex 
questions, Q2 and the Folio are more accepted as texts for editing. Taking two authorial substantive 
texts, editors have demonstrated a tendency to aspire to one perfect copy of Hamlet  by conflating 
these texts. Although editors normally select one text for the basis, either Q2 or the Folio, the Q2 
based editors adopt readings from the Folio, and Folio based editors take Q2 into account in their 
editions.10 Dowden, the first Arden editor of Hamlet, introduces his edition as a ‘trustworthy’ one 
with exhibition of the variations from Q2 and the Folio.11 Although Thompson and Taylor insist that 
the ‘Arden Shakespeare is associated with single-text, eclectic editions’,12 it seems that this tendency 
can be widely seen in other editions.

Regardless of the common tendency of conflating texts, Thompson and Taylor significantly 
edited three texts separately. Although The New Cambridge Shakespeare series has both The First 
Quarto of Hamlet  and Hamlet: Prince of Denmark, the latter edition of Hamlet  is the conflation of 
Q2 and the Folio, which Edwards idealises. What is remarkable in Thompson and Taylor’s edition 
is that they choose Q2 for their base text, publishing an additional text as Hamlet: The Text of 1603 
and 1623. Their faithfulness to Q2 shows that all lines which are drawn solely from the Folio are 
included in the appendix. Therefore, the following scene which is generally deemed deserving of 
inclusion in almost all editions of Hamlet for centuries is printed as an appendix to the edition:
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HAMLET           Let me question more in particular. What 

 have you, my good friends, deserved at the hands of 

 Fortune that she sends you to prison hither?

GUILDENSTERN  Prison, my lord?

HAMLET  Denmark’s a prison.

ROSENCRANTZ  Then is the world one.

HAMLET  A goodly one, in which there are many confines, 

  wards, and dungeons ─ Denmark being one o’th’

  worst.

ROSENCRANTZ  We think not so, my lord.

HAMLET  Why, then ’tis none to you; for there is nothing 

  either good or bad, but thinking makes it so. To me it 

  is a prison.

ROSENCRANTZ  Why, then your ambition makes it one: ’tis 

  too narrow for your mind.

HAMLET  O God, I could be bounded in a nutshell, and 

  count myself a king of infinite space ─ were it not that 

  I have bad dreams.

GUILDENSTERN  Which dreams, indeed, are ambition; 

  for the very substance of the ambitious is merely the 

  shadow of a dream.

HAMLET  A dream itself is but a shadow.

ROSENCRANTZ  Truly, and I hold ambition of so airy and 

  light a quality that it is but a shadow’s shadow.

HAMLET  Then are our beggars bodies, and our monarchs 

  and outstretched heroes the beggars’ shadows. Shall we 

  to th’court? For, by my fay, I cannot reason.

BOTH  We’ll wait upon you.

HAMLET  No such matter. I will not sort you with the rest 

  of my servants, for, to speak to you like an honest man, 

  I am most dreadfully attended. 13

This type of edition has little precedent in the past as the line ‘Denmark’s a prison’ is thought to 
be one of the important lines. However, the fact is that the scene is not recognised at the time of Q1 
and Q2. As for the reason for the scene’s omission from Q2, Edwards mentions that ‘by the time Q2 
was printed in 1604, the position of Anne of Denmark as King James’s consort might have made 
the printer cautious about setting up material naming Denmark as one of the worst prisons in the 
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world’.14 Thompson and Taylor likewise suggest that ‘these lines were omitted from Q2 because of 
the offence they might cause to Anne of Denmark, wife of James I’.15 The opposite point of view is 
expressed by Hibbard who points out that the scene was added to the Folio to ‘bring out more fully 
the evasiveness of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern’.16

There are no grounds for deciding between the hypothesis that the scene was omitted from Q1 
and Q2, or whether it was in fact an addition to the folio. If the scene was omitted from Q2, and if 
the scene was restricted because of its insult to Denmark, it is an arguable question why other lines 
which describe the unpleasant state of Denmark ─ such as ‘Something is rotten in the state of Den-
mark’17 by Marcellus ─ are not omitted along with the scene above. In any case, what should be 
noted is the possible involvement of censorship in the period. In order to check whether there are of-
fensive scenes or not, censors were carefully inspecting all promptbooks and publications.

As a result of rigorous censorship, performances were often restricted on account of politically18 

or religiously critical contents, profanatory terms, or bad influences19 upon social order and audi-
ence. It is noticeable that censorship could change the content of a play completely. A concrete ex-
ample of a play which could not pass the censors is Thomas More, in which instance the censor ‘Tilney 
called for substantial alterations’ because of the insurrection scenes, and which was altered and 
added to by other dramatists such as Chettle, Dekker, and probably Shakespeare and Heywood.20

Under these circumstances, it is understandable that on the basis of censorship lines could be 
omitted or added for the public theatre when it might create a bad image. The aims of censorship 
were considered justified as drama and the royal family were directly connected in the period. In-
deed, the social and political situations were dissimilar in 1603 and 1623. Q1 was published in 1603 
which was the year James I acceded (or was about to accede) to the throne, and in 1605 when Q2 
was published, the theatre experienced its heyday owing to the ardent support of the queen21 and the 
king. The Folio was published in 1623 which was still under the throne of James I; however, Queen 
Anne was already dead by then.22 It can be recognised that social conditions in each publishing year 
are diverse.

In addition to Hamlet, distinctive plays which have more than one different substantive texts are 
King Lear  and Doctor Faustus. The textual difference between the quarto and the Folio of Shake-
speare’s King Lear  has been argued over for centuries. Most editions of King Lear  are normally con-
flations like Hamlet; however, The Oxford Shakespeare: The Complete Works innovatively printed 
two texts together in one volume: The History of King Lear (based on the quarto text) and The Trag-
edy of King Lear (based on the Folio). The editors are assuming that due to over 850 variants and 
the difference in speakers, ‘there are two distinct plays of King Lear , not merely two different texts 
of the same play’. Although the complete works is based on the Folio, they therefore decided to edit 
both the quarto and the Folio separately in the volume.23

In fact, Rasmussen mentions about Oxford’s King Lear that ‘the decision to include both Quarto 
and Folio Lear  was of major significance, inspiring numerous two-text editions of that play and 
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launching discussions of version-based editing that have reshaped every branch of editorial theory 
and practice’. He moreover indicates that despite the fact that it was the time of ‘the radical break’ 
when ‘the tradition of conflation came to an end and the Oxford Shakespeare ushered in a period of 
version-based editing’, the 1990s saw two distinctive conflated editions of King Lear : R. A. Foakes’ 
Arden 3 Lear and The Norton Shakespeare .24 It can be said that a method of editing is repeated over 
and again.

Corresponding to the edition of the Oxford Shakespeare, Rasmussen included two different 
texts, Text-A and Text-B, in the Revels’ edition of Doctor Faustus. Rasmussen states that in spite of 
the fact that he was originally planning to edit only Text-A and put Text-B in the appendix, a huge 
number of complex issues made him give up his first plan, and he ended up editing both Text-A and 
Text-B in one volume.25 However, Burnett, the editor of the Everyman’s edition of Doctor Faustus, 
mentions that as two extant texts are not original,26 ‘neither version can be said to be categorically 
superior or preferable’ and both of them are worth researching.27

It can therefore be suggested that each edition of Hamlet, King Lear , and Doctor Faustus, that 
have more than one text has been edited differently by each editor. This is because the content of 
each text differs from that of another text, and some missing lines from another text are regarded as 
important, or even almost indispensable. In spite of a number of inaccuracies, so-called ‘bad’ texts 
such as Hamlet’s  Q1 might be worth regarding as a text published in a certain year, because each 
text published in a different year can show its own characteristics. On the one hand, in order to show 
how the texts have changed in the period when they were written, editing more than two texts sepa-
rately in one volume is an admirable attempt. On the other hand, it has to be emphasised that the 
attempt to make one perfect edition of each play is to make a text of the period when it was edited 
because the intention of an editor is more or less included. The text is the product in which the given 
editor’s ideas are condensed.

Together with the choice of texts/a text, whether to modernise the language or to keep the origi-
nal is another difficult task in editing early modern texts. The vagueness and errors of punctuation 
and spelling present difficulties for editors. As Bevington mentions, ‘whether to edit in modern 
spelling or old spelling, or to adopt some compromise between the two, is still an unresolved issue 
in the academy’, and ‘both in critical editions and in texts intended chiefly for classroom use, editors 
sometimes choose old spelling, especially for certain authors like John Donne’.28 The latter half of 
this essay will investigate how the current of any particular time influences editing, taking especially 
into account editions of Shakespeare in the eighteenth century when various editions were intro-
duced as multi-volumes.

Which text to choose for the basis was not important in editing Shakespeare in the first half of 
the eighteenth century as editors of the time normally based their work on the latest edition. The first 
editing starts in the beginning of the eighteenth century by Nicholas Rowe, a playwright, chosen aim 
was to clarify the language of ‘old Shakespeare’. Rowe alleviates the defects of Shakespeare’s plays 
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by modernising language;29 correcting spelling and punctuation; setting acts and scenes; adding the 
explanations of places and stage directions. Rowe intended to publish a multi-volume of the work 
of Shakespeare rather than one volume of complete works, which conforms to the custom and the 
people of the period. Rowe provided approachable works of Shakespeare to the great generality of 
readers.

The eighteenth century is the glorious period in editing Shakespeare. Subsequent to Rowe, 
editing was pursued by noteworthy editors such as Alexander Pope, Lewis Theobald, Sir Thomas 
Hanmer, William Warburton, Dr. Samuel Johnson, Edward Capell, George Stevens, and Edmund 
Malone. In 1723-25, although Alexander Pope, a poet, performed admirable work in inserting foot-
notes ─ taking the Rowe edition as his precedent, he largely changed Shakespearean language into 
the period’s trend of Greek and Latin style in his own way. Pope also omitted lines when he thought 
that they were not appropriate as Shakespearean language. It may be because Pope found the quality 
of language poor in the Folio and quartos. Due to its defects, his edition has tended to be looked at 
rather critically.

Disagreeing completely with the edition by Pope, Theobald, a playwright, corrected Pope’s 
language and published his edition in 1733 after presenting his counterargument to Pope’s edition 
in Shakespeare Restored.30 His detailed footnotes are also remarkable; however, as opposed to the 
disagreement of Theobald, Gurr who admired the Pope edition claims that ‘Pope’s principle had a 
greater force than Theobald could admit even in his own more cautious approach to the anomalies in 
The Tempest’s verse’.31

In the second half of the eighteenth century, Johnson who is concerned about the different texts 
issue, downgrades the third Folio, saying that the first Folio is the most valuable edition, and re-
stored the first Folio and early quartos for the first time in the eighteenth century. Also, Johnson radi-
cally improved punctuation and added stage directions in order to find general acceptance.32 Despite 
the fact that the edition of Johnson is generally acclaimed in editing history, Jarvis, who has done 
comprehensive research on eighteenth century editing, criticises it in various ways, concluding as 
follows:

Johnson’s textual-critical practice, then, does indeed represent a middle way between ti-
midity and presumption: between his insistence that the dull and specialist duty of collation 
is an indispensable component of competent editing, and his desire that his edition should 
preserve and add to the accumulated improvements made to Shakespeare’s texts by the la-
bours of his predecessors.33

Although there are arguments both for and against these editions, it is certain that by the contri-
bution of these editors, the works of Shakespeare have deeply permeated the general public since the 
eighteenth century. The correction of correction by other editors had been significantly done edition 
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by edition in that century.
About a century later, the concept of editing had changed. The edition which is worth noting 

is Edward Dowden’s edition of Hamlet  in 1899 which ‘predated the New Bibliographers’ turn to 
original spellings’.34 Dowden reveals in his introduction to Hamlet how he interpreted its vocabulary 
and drew parallels between Johnson and Shakespeare, suggesting new terminological explanation.35 

Notably, after Dowden, the twentieth century sees modernised editions. Furthermore, Holderness 
indicates Shakespeare of today as follows:

While we are accustomed in the theatre to seeing Shakespeare’s dramas shifted into mod-
ern or historical settings, and punctuated by contemporary themes, the film adaptations 
mentioned above represent rather the kind of radical re-writing of Shakespeare that was 
widely practised in the Restoration and eighteenth century theatres, where the Shakespeare 
text was regarded as raw material for a wholesale reinterpretation of language, narrative 
and dramatic setting. It can however be argued that these free adaptations are in actuality 
the ‘Shakespeare’ of today, appropriately translated into modern idiom, just as the radical 
re-writings of Davenant and Dryden and Tate were the Shakespeare of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries’.36

It seems that editions which are adapted to the language of the period are popular amongst gen-
eral readers; however, some critics insist on the Folio or long quarto as canonical Shakespeare. In 
fact, Jowett and other editors of the The Oxford Shakespeare: The Complete Works regard the Folio 
as canonical, considering the modernised edition from a critical standpoint. Jowett mentions that 
‘the spirit of the 1990s was, however, hostile to the new Bibliography, to its polarization of ‘good’ 
and ‘bad’, and to its optimistic drive to make the convoluted transmission of the text knowledge’.37 
Therefore, ‘the New Bibliography had lost much of its erstwhile prestige and authority by the end 
of the century (the twentieth century), though the editorial methods it advocated had been subject to 
development rather than outright rejection’.38

In developing Jowett’s theory, Hunter concludes in his discussion of modernised texts that ‘the 
result, it is to be hoped, is to produce editions which are readable and complex at the same time, tak-
ing for granted readers who are serious enough to be able to read a seventeenth-century text without 
it being modernised for them’.39 The end of the twentieth century to the present time has witnessed a 
tendency for modernised editions to drop in respectability.

It is unquestionable that the Folio, as well as Q2, is the most influential original text to look at; 
however, it was published four hundred years ago, introducing the language style and the notion of 
the time. As Brown states in an article from 1960, when the modernised version was highly accept-
ed, ‘for those who can attempt to interpret the old-spelling, there can nowadays be the photographic 
reproduction of a first edition; for those who cannot, there should be a critical edition, as fully mod-
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ernized as possible’.40 Because of availability of various editions in those days, it is readers who 
have to choose their personal best edition for themselves.

Now is therefore the time when we can read and compare all editions of Hamlet so far, to which 
a large number of editors have applied their skills and dedication in order to pass the play from the 
early modern period down to readers of the time. As is seen in Q2 and the Folio of Hamlet, it has 
been recognised that there is a huge number of major and minor differences between them, but the 
differences took place within eighteen years. Eighteen years might not seem to be a long time but a 
form of government, society, culture, and even a language could change enormously. In fact, Queen 
Anne and Shakespeare died in the space of those years. As is proved from eighteenth century editors 
who say that Shakespearean English is ‘old’, the language has been changing decade by decade.

Although a different approach is taken in this essay, I would like to borrow the words from 
Maguire’s article on the works of editing for my conclusion. ‘The task in recovery is not to reduce 
these oppositions to singularity as did Heminge and Condell, Peter Alexander and the New Bibliog-
raphers, but to enable them to co-exist. Editing is, it seems, a matter of life and death’.41

The point is that the readers of Hamlet have accepted the Hamlet they have experienced. In any 
case, three editions of Hamlet all convey the Hamlet of their day. As is seen in the example of the 
theatregoer mentioned earlier in this essay, even if performances and printed texts were different, 
they have all been regarded as Hamlet . Besides, even though Q1, Q2, and the Folio are different, 
they are all called Hamlet and the power of the play and the power of Shakespeare-as-source have 
never been devised. Hamlet is a play which has ceaselessly been analysed and newly published for 
four hundred years. Every single edition left in each period is a legacy, which reflects the variety of 
the language and diverse interpretations.
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